
When it comes to planes, less drag 
means less fuel used. Design a plane 
that glides down a zipline the fastest.  

Materials

PER PAIR OF STUDENTS:

PER CLASS:

Instructions

Set up a zipline, between 15–20 feet long, for planes to 
slide down. Make one end 2–3 feet higher than the other by 
attaching the high end to a chair or other solid object and the 
lower end to a heavy object such as a stool or stack of books. 
Check for tautness.

Prepare the spoons, which will give the airplanes weight and 
structure. Note: all spoons should be the same weight and 
shape for comparable testing.

• For each spoon, bend 2 paper clips into an S shape to be 
hangers.

• Position one paper clip near the scoop end and the other 
near the handle end. Hook the narrow end of each paper 
clip around the spoon and tape in place. Make sure paper 
clips are in the same position on each spoon.

• As a test, hang a spoon on the zipline and make sure it 
moves at 3 seconds per 10 feet or 5 seconds per 20 feet. 
Adjust as needed by tightening the zipline or bending the 
paper clips to hang at right angles to the thread.

Grades
 6–8, 9–12

45
minutesFlight Test

2 jumbo paper clips

1 regular metal teaspoon 
(not measuring spoon or 
soup spoon)

3–5 sheets of letter-size 
paper

Masking or clear tape 

Scissors

20 feet of heavy-duty smooth 
thread (NOT rough cotton or 
sisal string, or nylon fishing 
line)

Tape, masking or clear 

1 unfolded sheet of paper

Stopwatch, clock, or timing 
app on phone

Pencil and paper for 
recording times

PREPARATION
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What role do you think 
drag has on the plane’s 
performance?

Would shaping the wing 
tips to poke up or down 
make the plane any 
faster? 

What shape would make 
air flow over and under, 
rather than slamming 
into, the plane’s nose?

Does your plane need a 
rudder on the tail? Why 
or why not? 

Guiding 
QuestionsAsk students how planes contribute to climate change. 

They need a lot of fuel, but why? One reason is drag, the 
aerodynamic force that opposes an aircraft’s motion through 
air. Demonstrate drag by attaching a flat sheet of paper 
perpendicular to the spoon so that the paper faces down the 
zipline. Time it as it slides down the zipline. Gravity—rather 
than fuel—causes the spoon to move, but air pushes against 
the paper, causing drag and slowing it down. 

Use the timer to test each design; 
students can release their airplanes 
twice and use their best time. Write 
down each time on the board. As 
time allows, discuss the winning 
designs and what could make them 
even faster. 

TEST

DEFINE THE PROBLEM

Place students in pairs. Have them begin by sketching some 
design ideas. Distribute materials 
and instruct pairs to make and test 
different designs, which they can try 
out on the zipline. Have them pick 
their best design for the class contest. 

LEARN THE SPECIFICATIONS

The challenge is to build a paper airplane that will slide down 
the zipline the fastest. The less drag, the faster the plane. Give 
students these constraints: 

• The design has to use one full sheet of paper and have 
wings and a body, like an airplane.

• The design can’t use anything besides the spoon to make 
it heavier. 

• Only the two paper clips can hook to the zipline.

ACTIVITY

BRAINSTORM SOLUTIONS
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